Richard & Rana Florida

Peek inside the home of Rana and Richard Florida — economist, urbanist and author of bestsellers *The Rise of the Creative Class* and *Who's Your City?*

Their contemporary, light-filled Toronto house is as convention-bucking and casually grand as its occupants. The Floridas moved from Washington, D.C. when he took the helm of the University of Toronto's Martin Prosperity Institute at the Rotman School of Management.

Watch a [video tour](#) of this house, plus see more [Celebrity Homes](#).

- **Photographer:** [Michael Graydon](#)
- **Source:** House & Home *April 2009* issue
- **Products:** Sofa, Moss; rug, [Elte](#); flowers, Blossoms Rosedale.
- **Designer:** Sasha Josipovicz